Some Strong to Severe Storms Possible Early This Afternoon and Again Late This Evening

NWS Nashville
August 20, 2018
Outlook

• Two more rounds of showers and storms expected – first round early this afternoon, then second round late this evening
  ✓ A few storms could be strong to severe between 12pm and 3 pm, then again from 8 pm and 12 am
  ✓ Highest risk for any strong to severe storms is along and west of Interstate 65
  ✓ Damaging winds and heavy rainfall are the main threats

• Showers possible Tuesday, but drier and cooler Wed-Thu
• Heat and scattered afternoon storms return next weekend
Today’s Severe Potential

Severe Weather Outlook
Monday, August 20, 2018

Hazard Levels

Damaging Winds
- Low
- High

Hail
- Low
- High

Tornadoes
- Low
- High

Flooding
- Low
- High
Monday August 20 Model Radar Forecast

*NOTE: This is only one model forecast at 2 hour intervals. Radar will likely NOT look like this exactly.
Monday August 20 Model Radar Forecast

*NOTE: This is only one model forecast at 2 hour intervals. Radar will likely NOT look like this exactly.
Summary

• More showers and thunderstorms expected later today in two rounds – early afternoon and late evening
  – A few storms may be strong or severe, which means winds of 40-60 mph and heavy rainfall (1-3 inches) are possible
  – Highest threat for strong to severe storms is along and west of I-65

• Some showers Tuesday (mainly a.m.), but cooler and drier weather arrives for Wednesday and Thursday

• Heat/humidity and rain chances return next weekend
Questions?

Sam Shamburger
Sam.Shamburger@noaa.gov
NWS Office Operations: 615-754-8502
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